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Preface

The New General and Mining Code: Alphabetically Arranged, for the Use of 
Mining Companies, Mining Engineers, Stockbrokers, Financial Agents, and 
Trust and Finance Companies, priced at one guinea at the time of its pub-
lication in London in 1891, harbors within it the political unconscious 
of the industrial age, and of an imminent century of aggravated con-
flict between labor and management. Devised by C. Algernon Moreing, 
Mining Engineer, and Thomas Neal, Secretary of the Montana 
Company, Limited, & the Mines Company, Limited, the volume was 
one of hundreds of thousands of such books that attempted to compress 
and encrypt messages for transmission through the telegraph using nat-
ural languages—a precursor to the algorithmically constructed codes 
that would come to dominate telecommunications over the course of 
the twentieth century, enabling information to travel more securely and 
at lesser cost. Now digitized and partially subjected to optical charac-
ter recognition at archive.org, it contains 36,898 terms and 29,632 sen-
tences of particular utility to those in the field of mining—arguably the 
ur-industry and hoist of the industrial revolution.

In How We Think: Digital Media and Contemporary Technogenesis (2012), 
N. Katherine Hayles writes of the way that the telegraph reconfigured 
space and time, “entangling monopoly capitalism with the new technol-
ogy so that it was no longer possible for capital to operate without the tele-
graph or its successors.” This and other mining code books embed within 
them not only the political but the material unconscious of capital’s pur-
veying mechanisms. For the immense network of copper wire that forms 
the skeletal conductor of these cables could only exist through extraction 
of the red metal at great human and environmental cost, in sites ranging 
from Calumet to Butte to Cerro de Pasco.

These texts for SMOKEPENNY LYRICHORD HEAVENBRED; 
Or, Last year / By constant penetration / Encroaching on the reserve, a mock 
musical in progress, were produced by mining Moreing’s code book in 
tandem with ongoing research into the history and future of copper 
exploitation. Telegrams housed in Michigan Tech’s Copper Country 
Historical Collections clarify the various ways in which the telegraph 
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was used to bridle the laborers who constituted the corporal infrastruc-
ture of that technology. Baroque code compounds store the brute links 
between bodies, metal, and the market, sometimes sanitizing, at other 
times proving grossly expressive. The acts focus on the great strike of 1913 
at the Calumet & Hecla Mining Company in Michigan’s Keweenaw 
Peninsula—a bloody conflict provoked by the introduction of a hazard-
ous economizing tool into the mines: the one-man compressed air drill, 
known to scholars of modernism through its glorification in the form of 
sculptor Jacob Epstein’s 1914 readymade Rock-Drill.

These acts and others were performed at the Block Museum and at 
6018|North for the 2017 Chicago Architecture Biennial with interdisci-
plinary collaborators Judd Morrissey and Abraham Avnisan, who wrote 
code for iPads enabling text frames to be advanced via the spinning and 
laborious clockwise lurching motions of the trip-up choristers, and to be 
punctuated throughout Act V by the flashing of archival 1913 strike post-
ers in English, Finnish, Serbo-Croatian, and Italian. The librettist sug-
gests navigating the text page by page instead of continuously scrolling to 
enhance the cinematic experience.
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ACT IV. 

I sings from screenfront, O from back. 

Throughout, from basement, Hoistmaster sticks copper pipes 
up through floorboards in random locations of rot, articulating 
code words as they advance onscreen.
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3
penny

properates

 (TIME / WAS PRIVATELY SUBSCRIBED)
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Every time it rains, it rains 

LAMENT JAWFALLEN

THE MINE HAS BEEN OPENED UP WELL / 
DO NOT TELEGRAPH UNLESS YOU HAVE  

FAVOURABLE NEWS
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Every time it rains, it rains
 
Grinder’s disease,
 
Waltz of the shadows; 

Don’t you know each cloud contains
 

Asymptomatic anthracosis,
 

Found to some extent in all urban dwellers— 
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Every time it rains, it rains
 

GOUGESLIP EVULSION

LETTER IS ON THE WAY ABOUT / HAZARDOUS

 

Noise in the wires…. / Radiant with information…. 
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[dancing a little jig]

You’ll find your fortune falling all over town / In the money, 
that sky is sunny—

 

Merz says gringos on Hill are excited over rumors of bonds for 
Lima Line; 
 

Elections went off quietly, but well armed. 
 

I & O put their pennybuckets down.
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[whispering]

Ereway inhay the oneymay

OUTNOISE 

THE COMPANY IS VERY RICH

 

[whispering]

Ereway inhay the oneymay
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INURBANELY 

THE NATIVES IN THE DISTRICT ARE VERY  
TROUBLESOME

               For—every time it rains, it rains

PROFITED WHITENESSING

PROPOSED / WIRING
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Don’t you know each cloud contains

SMOKEPENNY 

FORESHORE HEAVYSPAR

INSURRECTION / LAST YEAR / BY LAST MAIL
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Whereby they cannot make rain for anybody else;
 

Careful—the air is close.

At sound of drill, I and O aim iPads at Blast icon on floor.
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